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Abstract
We extend to the framework of locally L0-convex modules some results from the classical
convex analysis. Namely, randomized versions of Mazur lemma and Krein-Sˇmulian theorem
under mild stability properties are provided.
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Introduction
Over the past seventeen years, models of risk have gained increasing importance in the literature
cf.[1, 2, 4, 11, 13]. In particular, dynamic and conditional measurement of risk play an important
role in recent works cf.[2, 6, 10, 20]. Mainly, this is because, in contrast to the static case, it
allows a precise and consistent measurement of the risk of financial positions over time, taking
into account the arrival of new information throughout the strategy of risk management.
An outstanding approach to this type of risk measures was provided by Filipovic et al.[9] (see
also [10]). They considered a probability space (Ω,F ,P) which models the market information
at some time t where the risk management decisions are taken, and a module over L0(F)
(the space of classes of equivalence of F-measurable functions) which models the value of the
different financial position at some time horizon T > t. This gave rise to the notion of locally
L0-convex module, which is a generalization of the classical notion of locally convex topology.
In the literature, we can find several works in which functional analysis results have been
approached by considering modules over rings of random variables. For instance, randomly
normed L0-modules have been used as a tool for the study of ultrapowers of Lebesgue-Bochner
function spaces by R. Haydon et al.[23]. Further, it must also be highlighted the extensive
research done by T. Guo, who has widely researched theorems from functional analysis un-
der the structure of L0-modules; firstly by considering the topology of stochastic convergence
with respect to the L0-seminorms cf.[14, 15, 16, 18], and later the locally L0-convex topology
introduced by Filipovic et al.[9] and the connections between both, cf.[17, 19, 21, 22]. It is
also noteworthy that Eisele and Taieb [8] extended some theorems from functional analysis to
modules over the ring L∞.
Working with scalars into L0 instead of R implies some difficulties. For example, L0 neither
is a field nor is endowed with a total order, further the locally L0-convex topology lacks a count-
able neighborhood base of 0 ∈ L0. Among other difficulties, this is why arguments that are
given to prove theorems from functional analysis often fail under the structure of L0-module.
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For this reason, many works often consider additional ’stability conditions’ or ’countable con-
catenation properties’ on either the algebraic structure or the topological structure cf.[9, 17, 29].
For instance, in [29] it is introduced the notion of relatively stable subset (in [29] this kind of
subset is called closed under countable concatenations) in order to provide a characterization
of those topological L0-modules whose topology is induced by a family of L0-seminorms.
The purpose of this paper is to prove some relevant results from the functional analysis in
the context of locally L0-convex modules. First, we will prove a randomized version of Mazur’s
lemma for L0-normed modules for which the operation sum preserves the relative stability of
subsets.
Second, we provide a randomized versions of Krein-Sˇmulian theorem. It becomes clear
from [4] and [12], that some of the basic theorems of representation of risk measures or risk
assessments rely on Krein-Sˇmulian theorem. Furthermore, this classical result plays a key role
in the fundamental theorem of the asset pricing (see [5]). Hence we believe that this result may
lead to financial applications in dynamic configurations of time.
In the literature we have some related results: an earlier version of Mazur’s can be found in
[18, Corollary 3.4] but in the topology of stochastic convergence. A Krein-Sˇmulian theorem for
L∞-modules can be found in [8]. Also, a Krein-Sˇmulian theorem for conditional locally convex
spaces can be found in [7] with a different strategy-proof and strong stability properties.
This manuscript is structured as follows: Section 1 is devoted to notation and preliminaries.
In Section 2, we prove the randomized version of Mazur’s lemma. Section 3 is devoted to prove
the randomized version of Krein-Sˇmulian.
1 Preliminaries and notation
For the convenience of the reader, let us list some notation. Let be given a probability space
(Ω,F ,P), and let us consider L0 (Ω,F ,P), or simply L0, the set of equivalence classes of real
valued F-measurable random variables. It is known that the triple (L0,+, ·) endowed with the
partial order of the almost sure dominance is a lattice ordered ring. We will follow the common
practice of identifying a random variable with its equivalence class. For given η, ξ ∈ L0, we will
write “η ≥ ξ“ if P (η ≥ ξ) = 1, and likewise, we will write “η > ξ”, if P (η > ξ) = 1. We also
define L0+ :=
{
η ∈ L0 ; η ≥ 0} and L0++ := {η ∈ L0 ; η > 0}. We will denote by L¯0, the set of
equivalence classes of F-measurable random variables taking values in R = R∪{±∞}, and the
partial order of the almost sure dominance is extended to L¯0 in a natural way. Furthermore,
given a subset H ⊂ L0, it is well-known that H owns both an infimum and a supremum in L¯0
for the order of the almost sure dominance, which will be denoted by ess. inf H and ess. sup H,
respectively.
This order also allows us to define a topology. We define Bε :=
{
η ∈ L0 ; |η| ≤ ε} the ball of
radius ε ∈ L0++ centered at 0 ∈ L0. Then
{
η +Bε ; η ∈ L0, ε ∈ L0++
}
is a base for a Hausdorff
topology on L0 (see Filipovic et al.[9]). L0[| · |] stands for L0 endowed with this topology.
We denote by A the measure algebra associated to F , obtained by identifying two events
of F if, and only if, the symmetric difference of which is P-negligible. Again, we identify an
element of F with its equivalence class of A. We also define A+ := {A ∈ A ; P(A) > 0}.
Given a family {Ai}i∈I in A, its supremum is denoted by ∨i∈IAi and its infimum by ∧i∈IAi.
For given B ∈ A, we define the set of partitions of B, which is given by Π(B) := {{Ak}k∈N ⊂
A ; ∨Ak = B, Ai ∧Aj = 0, for all i 6= j, i, j ∈ N}.
Let us recall some notions of the theory of locally L0-convex modules:
Definition 1.1. [9, Definition 2.1] A topological L0-module E [T ] is an L0-module E endowed
with a topology T such that
1. E [T ]× E [T ] −→ E [T ] , (x, x′) 7→ x+ x′ and
2
2. L0 [|·|]× E [T ] −→ E [T ] , (η, x) 7→ ηx
are continuous with the corresponding product topologies.
Definition 1.2. [9, Definition 2.2] A topology T on an L0-module E is said to be locally
L0-convex if there is a neighborhood base U of 0 ∈ E such that each U ∈ U is
1. L0-convex, i.e. ηx+ (1− η)y ∈ U for all x, y ∈ U and η ∈ L0 with 0 ≤ η ≤ 1;
2. L0-absorbing, i.e. for all x ∈ E there is a η ∈ L0++ such that x ∈ ηU ;
3. L0-balanced, i.e. ηx ∈ U for all x ∈ U and η ∈ L0 with |η| ≤ 1.
In this case, E [T ] is called a locally L0-convex module.
Definition 1.3. [9, definition 2.3] A function ‖·‖ : E → L0+ is an L0-seminorm on E if:
1. ‖ηx‖ = |η| ‖x‖ for all η ∈ L0 and x ∈ E;
2. ‖x+ y‖ ≤ ‖x‖+ ‖y‖, for all x, y ∈ E.
If moreover, ‖x‖ = 0 implies x = 0, then ‖·‖ is an L0-norm on E
Let P be a family of L0-seminorms on an L0-module E. Given F a finite subset of P and
ε ∈ L0++, we define
UF,ε := {x ∈ E ; ‖x‖F ≤ ε} , where ‖x‖F := ess. sup {‖x‖ ; ‖ · ‖ ∈ F}.
Then U :=
{
UF,ε ; ε ∈ L0++, F ⊂P finite
}
is a neighborhood base of 0 ∈ E for some
locally L0-convex topology T , which is called the topology induced by P (see [9]). E endowed
with this topology is denoted by E [P].
Definition 1.4. Given a sequence {xk} in an L0-module E and a partition {Ak} ∈ Π(Ω), an
element x ∈ E is said to be a concatenation of {xk} along {Ak} if 1Akxk = 1Akx for all k ∈ N.
The following example shows that, for given {Ak} ∈ Π(Ω) and {xk} ⊂ E, there can be more
than one concatenation of {xk} along {Ak}.
Example 1.1. Let us take Ω = (0, 1), F = B(Ω) the σ-algebra of Borel, Ak = [ 12k , 12k−1 ) with
k ∈ N and P = λ the Lebesgue measure. We define in L0(Ω,F ,P) the following equivalence
relation
x ∼ y if 1Akx = 1Aky for all but finitely many k ∈ N.
If we denote by x the equivalence class of x, we can define x + y := x+ y and η · x := ηx,
obtaining that E := L0/ ∼ is an L0-module.
Then, for x ∈ L0, we have that 1Akx = 1Akx = 0. Hence, any element of E is a concate-
nation of {0}k along {Ak}k.
For a given partition {Ak} ∈ Π(Ω) and a sequence {xk} ⊂ E, if there exists an unique
concatenation of {xk} along {Ak} it will be denoted by the formal sum
∑
1Akxk.
Now, we will collect some stability notions for L0-modules, more of them contained —under
different names— in the existing literature, cf.[9, 17, 29].
Definition 1.5. Let E be an L0-module, then:
1. K ⊂ E is said to be stable (with uniqueness), if for each sequence {xk} in K and each
partition {Ak} ∈ Π(Ω), it holds that there exists (an unique) concatenation x ∈ E of {xk}
along {Ak}.
3
2. K is said to be relatively stable (with uniqueness) if every concatenation x of a sequence
{xk} ⊂ K along a partition {Ak} ∈ Π(Ω) is again in K (and any other concatenation of
{xk} along {Ak} equals x).
Remark 1.1. Note that the property of being relatively stable is exactly the same than the
property of being closed under countable concatenations introduced in [29]; we only change the
name of the property. In the property of being relatively stable we do not ask the existence of
the concatenation, we only ask that if it exists then, it belongs to K. Clearly, if K ⊂ E is stable,
it is also relatively stable.
Notice that every L0-module E is always relatively stable; however, we can find examples of
L0-modules which are not stable (see Example down below). In particular, we find that being
relatively stable is a strictly weaker property than being stable.
Inspection shows that every relatively stable subset K of a stable L0-module E is also stable.
Example 1.2. [9] Consider the probability space Ω = [0, 1], F = B[0, 1] the Borel σ-algebra
and P := λ the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] and define
E := spanL0
{
1[1− 1
2n−1 ,1−
1
2n ]
; n ∈ N
}
.
E is an L0-module that is not stable, but it is relatively stable.
We have the following theorem, which characterizes the locally L0-convex topologies that
are induced by a family of L0-seminorms.
Theorem 1.1. [29, Theorem 2.6] Let E [T ] be a topological L0-module. Then T is induced by
a family of L0-seminorms if, and only if, there is a neighborhood base of 0 ∈ E for which each
U ∈ U is L0-convex, L0-absorbing, L0-balanced and relatively stable.
Further, Zapata [29], and independently Wu and Guo [27], provided an example showing
that in the above theorem, the property of being relatively stable cannot be dropped (see [29,
Example 2.1]).
Regarding again the uniqueness for concatenations of a sequence along a partition, we have
the following result:
Proposition 1.1. Let E[T ] be a locally L0-convex module, and suppose that T is induced by
a family of L0-seminorms and is Hausdorff. Then for given {Ak} ∈ Π(Ω) and {xk} ⊂ E, if
there exists a concatenation of {xk} along {Ak}, then there is exactly one of them.
Proof. Suppose that U is a neighborhood base of 0 ∈ E as in Theorem 1.1. Since T is
Hausdorff, by just following the argument of the classical case, we have that
⋂
U = {0}.
So, for given x, y ∈ E concatenations of {xk} along {Ak}, it is clear that x− y is a concate-
nation of the sequence 0, 0, ... along {Ak}. Thus, since each U ∈ U is relatively stable, it holds
that x− y ∈ U for all U ∈ U . So, we conclude that x = y.
The stable hull of a family of L0-seminorms was introduced in [9]. Since in [9] families
of L0-seminorms are supposed to be invariant under finite suprema, we adopt the definition
suggested by Guo et al.[21]:
Definition 1.6. Let P be a family of L0-seminorms on an L0-module E. We define the stable
hull of P as follows:
Pcc :=
{∑
k∈N
1Ak‖ · ‖Fk ; Ak ∈ Π(Ω), Fk ⊂ P finite
}
, with ‖x‖Fk := ess. sup {‖x‖ ; ‖ · ‖ ∈ Fk} .
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Filipovic et al. [9] introduced the topological dual of a topological L0-module E[T ], which
is denoted by
E[T ]∗ = E∗ =
{
µ : E → L0 ; µ is L0-linear and continuous} .
We can also consider the weak and weak-∗ topologies. Indeed, let us consider the family of
L0-seminorms σ(E,E∗) = {qx∗}x∗∈E∗ defined by qx∗(x) := |x∗(x)| for x ∈ E. Analogously, we
have the weak-∗ topology.
Then, we can consider the stable hull σ(E,E∗)cc, which induces a topology finer than the
weak topology. Likewise, σ(E∗, E)cc induces a topology finer than the weak-∗ topology.
The topologies induced by σ(E,E∗)cc and σ(E∗, E)cc, will be referred to as the stable weak
topology and the stable weak-∗ topology, respectively.
The following example shows that both topologies are not necessarily the same.
Example 1.3. [25, Example 1.2]
Filipovic et al. [9] introduced the following locally L0-convex modules, which are called Lp-
type modules. Namely, let (Ω, E ,P) a probability space such that F is a sub-σ-algebra of E and
p ∈ [1,+∞]. Then we can define the L0-module LpF (E) := L0(F)Lp(E), for which
‖x|F‖p :=
{
EP [|x|p |F ]1/p if p <∞
ess. inf
{
y ∈ L¯0 (F) ; y ≥ |x|} if p =∞
defines an L0-norm.
Besides, it is known that for 1 ≤ p < +∞, if 1 < q ≤ +∞ with 1/p + 1/q = 1, the map
T : LpF (E) → LqF (E), y 7→ Ty defined by Ty(x) := EP[xy|F ] is an L0-isometric isomorphism
(see [17, Theorem 4.5]).
The weak topologies are defined, and the family of sets
UF,ε := {x ∈ LpF (E) ; |EP[xy|F ]| ≤ ε, ∀y ∈ F} ,
where F is a finite subset of LqF (E) and ε ∈ L0++(F), constitutes a neighborhood base of 0 ∈
LpF (E) for the weak topology.
Let us consider the particular case: Ω = (0, 1), E = B(Ω) the σ-algebra of Borel, Ak =
[ 1
2k
, 1
2k−1 ) with k ∈ N, F := σ({Ak ; k ∈ N}) and P the Lebesgue measure.
Also, for each k ∈ N, let us define L2k := L2(Ak) considering the trace of F in Ak and the
conditional probability P(·|Ak). For each x ∈ L2k we denote ‖x|Ak‖2 := EP[x2|Ak]1/2.
In this case, L0(F) = {∑k∈N 1Akrk; rk ∈ R}, and inspection shows L2F (E) = {∑k∈N 1Akxk;xk|Ak ∈
L2k} and, for x ∈ L2F (E), we have ‖x|F‖2 =
∑
k∈N 1Ak‖x|Ak‖2.
For each k, let us choose a countable set {ykn ; n ∈ N} with ykn|Ak = zkn where {zkn} is a
linearly independent subset of L2k.
Let
U :=
∑
k∈N
1AkU{yk1 ,...,ykk},1.
We have that U is a neighborhood of 0 ∈ L2F (E) for the topology σ(L2F (E), L2F (E))cc, but not
for the topology σ(L2F (E), L2F (E)). Indeed, by way of contradiction, let us assume the there is
a finite subset F of L2F (E) and ε ∈ L0++(F), where ε =
∑
k∈N 1Akrk with rk ∈ R+, so that
UF,ε ⊂ U . Now, let us take k := #F + 1.
Let us define Fk := {y|Ak ; y ∈ F}, then
UFk,rk ⊂ U{zk1 ,...,zkk},1 in L2k.
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For each y ∈ L2k, let us denote µy(x) := EP[xy|Ak]. Then, it follows that
⋂
y∈F
ker(µy) ⊂
k⋂
i=1
ker(µyki ).
But this is impossible, because
⋂
y∈F ker(µy) is a vectorial subspace of L
2
k with codimension less
than k, included into a vectorial subspace with codimension k.
2 A randomized version of Mazur lemma
A well-known result of classical convex analysis is the Mazur lemma, which shows that for any
weakly convergent sequence in a Banach space there is a sequence of convex combinations of
its members that converges strongly to the same limit. We will generalize this tool to nets in
an L0-normed module.
Before proving this result, we need to recall the gauge function for L0-modules, which was
introduced in [9, Definition 2.21]:
Let E be an L0-module. The gauge function pK : E → L¯0+ of a set K ⊂ E is defined by
pK (x) := ess. inf
{
η ∈ L0+ ; x ∈ ηK
}
.
In addition, among other properties, if K is L0-convex and L0-absorbing then, the essential
infimum above can be defined by taking η ∈ L0++, also pK is subadditive and ηpK(x) = pK(ηx)
for all x ∈ E and η ∈ L0+. If, moreover, K is L0-balanced, then pK is an L0-seminorm (see [9,
Proposition 2.23]).
Given that L0 is not a totally ordered set, the following result will be useful in some
situations:
Lemma 2.1. Let C ⊂ L0 be bounded below (resp. above) and relatively stable, then for each
ε ∈ L0++ there exists ηε ∈ C such that
ess. inf C ≤ ηε < ess. inf C + ε
(resp., ess. sup C ≥ ηε > ess. sup C − ε)
In particular, given an L0-module E and K ⊂ E, which is L0-convex, L0-absorbing and
relatively stable, we have that, for ε ∈ L0++, there exists ηε ∈ L0++ with x ∈ ηεK such that
pK(x) ≤ ηε < pK(x) + ε.
Proof. Firstly, let us see that C is downwards directed. Indeed, for given η, ξ ∈ C, define
A := (η < ξ). Since C is relatively stable, we have that 1Aη + 1Acξ = η ∧ ξ ∈ C.
Therefore, for ε ∈ L0++, there exists a decreasing sequence {ηk} in C converging to ess. inf C
almost surely.
Let us consider the sequence in A
A0 := ∅ and Ak := (ηk < ess. inf C + ε)−Ak−1 for k > 0.
Then {Ak}k≥0 ∈ Π(Ω), and we can define ηε :=
∑
k≥0 1Akηk. Given that C is relatively stable,
it follows that ηε ∈ C.
For the second part, it suffices to see that if K is relatively stable, then
{
η ∈ L0++ ; x ∈ ηK
}
is relatively stable as well. Indeed, given {Ak} ∈ Π(Ω) and {ηk} ⊂ L0++ such that x ∈ ηkK for
each k ∈ N, let us take η := ∑n∈Nηn1An ∈ L0++. Then we have that x/η is a concatenation of
{x/ηk} along {Ak}. Since x/ηk ∈ K for all k ∈ N and K is relatively stable, we conclude that
x/η ∈ K, and the proof is complete.
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Remark 2.1. Note that, in the latter result, we have considered K to be relatively stable, rather
than the stronger condition of being stable. This is because η, and therefore x/η, is constructed
by using the stability of L0 instead of some stability in E. Once x/η exists, we just need to
ensure that it belongs to K. But that is the case due to the relative stability of K. The same
strategy was used to prove Proposition 2.3 of [29].
Before stating the main result, we need to introduce some notions and prove some prelimi-
nary results:
Definition 2.1. Given A ⊂ E, we define:
• the L0-convex hull of A:
coL0(A) :=
{∑
i∈I
ηixi ; I finite, xi ∈ A, ηi ∈ L0+,
∑
i∈I
ηi = 1
}
• the stable hull of A:
A
cc
:= {x ∈ E ; ∃{xk} ⊂ A, {Ak} ∈ Π(Ω) such that x is a concatenation of {xk} along {Ak}} .
Remark 2.2. In many works the stable hull of a subset K is defined assuming that E is stable
cf.[17, 19]. Notice that the definition provided here does not require such an assumption.
Also note that K
cc
is the least relatively stable set containing K. In particular, K is relatively
stable if, and only if, K
cc
= K.
Proposition 2.1. Let E [T ] be a topological L0-module and let C ⊂ E be L0-convex and
L0-absorbing. Then the following are equivalent:
1. pC : E → L0 is continuous.
2. 0 ∈ int C.
In this case, if in addition C is relatively stable
C = {x ∈ E ; pC(x) ≤ 1} ,
where C denotes the closure of C with respect to T .
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as the real case.
For the equality.
“⊆”: It is obtained from continuity of pC .
“⊇”: Let x ∈ E be satisfying pC(x) ≤ 1. By Lemma 2.1, we have that for every ε ∈ L0++
there exists ηε ∈ L0++ such that 1 ≤ ηε < 1 + ε, with x ∈ ηεC.
Then, {x/ηε}ε∈L0++ is a net (viewing L
0
++ downward directed) in C converging to x and
therefore x ∈ C. So, the proof is complete.
The example below (drawn from [29]) shows that, for the equality proved in the latter
proposition, C is required to be relatively stable.
Example 2.1. Consider the probability space Ω = (0, 1), E = B(Ω) the σ-algebra of Borel,
An = [
1
2n ,
1
2n−1 ) with n ∈ N, P := λ the Lebesgue measure and E := L0(E) endowed with | · |.
We define the set
U :=
{
η ∈ L0 ; ∃ I ⊂ N finite, |η1Ai | ≤ 1 ∀ i ∈ N− I
}
.
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Inspection shows that U is L0-convex, L0-absorbing and U = U .
But, pU (x) = 0 for all x ∈ L0, and so {x ; pU (x) ≤ 1} = E. Indeed, it suffices to show that
pU1 (1) = 0, since pU1 is an L
0-seminorm. By way of contradiction, assume that pU1 (1) > 0.
Then, there exists m ∈ N such that P [(pU1 (1) > 0) ∩Am] > 0. Define A := (pU1 (1) > 0)∩Am,
ν := 12 (pU1(1) + 1Ac), η := 1Ac + ν1A and x := 1Ac +
1
ν 1A. Thus, we have 1 = ηx ∈ ηU1 and
P (pU1 (1) > η) > 0, a contradiction.
We need a new notion:
Definition 2.2. Let E be an L0-module, we say that the sum of E preserves the relative
stability, if
L,M ⊂ E are relatively stable implies that L+M is relatively stable.
The following example shows that, in general, the sum of two relatively stable subsets is
not necessarily relatively stable.
Example 2.2. Let us take Ω = (0, 1), Ak = [
1
2k
, 1
2k−1 ) for each k ∈ N, F = σ({Ak ; k ∈ N}) the
sigma-algebra generated by {Ak}k and P the Lebesgue measure restricted to F . Then (Ω,F ,P)
is a probability space. Let us put L0 := L0(Ω,F ,P).
Let us define the following L0-module, which is an L0-submodule of L0(R2,F):
E := spanL0{(1, 0), (0, 1Ak) ; k ∈ N}.
Let us also consider the following subsets:
L := {(0,−1Ak) ; k ∈ N}
cc
M := {(1Ak , 1Ak) ; k ∈ N}
cc
,
which are obviously relatively stable.
We also have (1, 0) ∈ E and
1Ak(1, 0) = 1Ak((0,−1Ak) + (1Ak , 1Ak)) ∈ 1Ak(L+M),
and therefore (1, 0) ∈ L+M cc.
However, inspection shows that (1, 0) /∈ L + M . We conclude that L + M is not relatively
stable.
The following result is easy to prove by inspection, we omit the proof:
Proposition 2.2. Let E be an L0-module. If E is stable, then its sum preserves the relative
stability.
In virtue of the above result we have that, for an L0-module E, the property of being
stable is stronger than the property of E having sum which preserves the relative stability. The
following result shows that, in fact, the former is strictly stronger than the latter.
Proposition 2.3. There exists an L0-module E which is not stable, but whose sum preserves
the relative stability.
Proof. Let us revisit the L0-module E defined in Example 1.2:
E := spanL0 {1An ; n ∈ N} with An := [1− 12n−1 , 1− 12n ] for each n ∈ N.
E is an L0-module that is not stable. Let us show that the sum of E preserves the relative
stability. Indeed, let us suppose that L,M are relatively stable subsets of E.
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Let z ∈ E and {Bk}k ∈ Π(Ω) be such that 1Bkz = 1Bk(lk +mk) with lk ∈ L and mk ∈ M
for each k ∈ N.
First note that the following set
FL := {k ∈ N ; 1Ak l 6= 0 for all l ∈ L}
is necessarily finite. Let us define FM in an analogous way, which is finite either.
Let us put
z =
∑
i∈F,k∈N
1Ai∩Bk(lk +mk) =
∑
i∈F,k∈N
1Ai∩Bk(lk +mk) +
∑
i∈FL∪FM−F, k∈N
1Ai∩Bk(lk +mk) = l +m,
with
l =
∑
i∈F∪FL∪FM
∑
k∈N 1Ai∩Bk lk, m =
∑
i∈F∪FL∪FM
∑
k∈N 1Ai∩Bkmk.
Since L and M are relatively stable, we conclude that l ∈ L and m ∈ M . This shows that the
sum preserves the relative stability
Finally, we provide a version for L0-modules of the classical Mazur lemma:
Theorem 2.1. [Randomized version of the Mazur lemma] Let (E, ‖·‖) be an L0-normed module
whose sum preserves the relative stability,1 and let {xγ}γ∈Γ be a net in E, which converges
weakly to x ∈ E. Then, for any ε ∈ L0++, there exists
zε ∈ coccL0{xγ ; γ ∈ Γ} such that ‖x− zε‖ ≤ ε.
Proof. Define M1 := co
cc
L0{xγ ; γ ∈ Γ}. We may assume that 0 ∈M1, by replacing x by x− xγ0
and xγ by xγ − xγ0 for some γ0 ∈ Γ fixed and all γ ∈ Γ.
By way of contradiction, suppose that for every z ∈ M1 there exists Az ∈ A+ such that
‖x− z‖ > ε on Az.
Denote B ε
2
:= {x ∈ E ; ‖x‖ ≤ ε2}, and define M :=
⋃
z∈M1
z +B ε
2
.
Then M is an L0-convex L0-absorbing neighbourhood of 0 ∈ E, which is relatively stable
(this is because M1 and B ε2 are relatively stable and the sum of E preserves the relative
stability). Besides, for every z ∈ M there exists Cz ∈ A+ with ‖x − z‖ ≥ ε2 on Cz. So that
x /∈M .
Thus, by Proposition 2.1 we have that there exists C ∈ A+ such that
pM (x) > 1 on C, (1)
where pM is the gauge function of M .
Further, given η, ξ ∈ L0 with 1Cηx = 1Cξx, it holds that η = ξ on C.
Indeed, define A = (η − ξ ≥ 0)
1C |η − ξ|pM (x) ≤ pM (1C |η − ξ|x) = pM ((1A − 1Ac)1C(η − ξ)x) = pM (0) = 0.
In view of (1), we conclude that η = ξ on C.
1In the earliest version of this paper, it was accidentally omitted the hypothesis on E of having sum which
preserves the relative stability. The author is grateful to Tiexin Guo for pointing out to him the possible lack of
this condition, and for propitiating some interesting discussion which motivated Example 2.2 and Proposition
2.3.
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Then, we can define the following L0-linear mapping
µ0 : spanL0{x} −→ L0
µ0(ηx) := η1CpM (x).
In addition, we have that
µ0(z) ≤ pM (z) for all z ∈ spanL0{x}.
Thus, by Theorem A.1, µ0 extends to an L
0-mapping application µ defined on E such that
µ(z) ≤ pM (z) for all z ∈ E.
Since M is a neighborhood of 0 ∈ E, by Proposition 2.1, the gauge function pM is continuous
on E. Hence µ is a continuous L0-linear function defined on E.
Furthermore, we have that
ess. sup
z∈M1
µ(z) ≤ ess. sup
z∈M
µ(z) ≤
≤ ess. sup
z∈M
pM (z) ≤ 1 < pM (x) = µ(x) on C.
Therefore, x cannot be a weak accumulation point of M1 contrary to the hypothesis of xγ
converging weakly to x.
We have the following corollaries:
Corollary 2.1. Let (E, ‖·‖) be an L0-normed module whose sum preserves the relative stability,
and let K ⊂ E be L0-convex and relatively stable, we have that the closure in norm, the closure
in the weak topology, and the closure in the stable weak topology are the same, i.e.
K
‖·‖
= K
σ(E,E∗)
= K
σ(E,E∗)cc
.
Proof. We have that the norm topology is finer than the stable weak topology, and the latter
is finer than the weak topology. Thus we obtain
K
‖·‖ ⊂ Kσ(E,E
∗)cc ⊂ Kσ(E,E
∗)
.
On the other hand, for given x ∈ Kσ(E,E
∗)
, let us choose a net {xγ} ⊂ K which converges to x.
Due to Theorem 2.1, K being L0-convex and relatively stable, for each ε ∈ L0++, we can find
zε ∈ coccL0{xγ ; γ ∈ Γ} ⊂ K,
such that ‖zε − x‖ ≤ ε.
This means that x ∈ K‖·‖.
Then, from now on, provided that E has sum which preserves the relative stability or, more
particularly, if E is stable, for any L0-convex subset K is relatively stable, we will denote the
topological closure by K without specifying whether the topology is either weak, stably weak
or strong.
Let us recall some notions introduced in [9]:
Definition 2.3. Let E[T ] be a topological L0-module. A function f : E → L¯0 is called proper if
f(E)∩L0 6= ∅ and f > −∞; it is said to be L0-convex if f(ηx1+(1−η)x2) ≤ ηf(x1)+(1−η)f(x2)
for all x1, x2 ∈ E and η ∈ L0 with 0 ≤ η ≤ 1; it said to have the local property if 1Af(x) =
1Af(1Ax) for A ∈ A+, and x ∈ E; and finally, f is called lower semicontinuous if the level set
V (η) = {x ∈ E ; f (x) ≤ η} is closed for all η ∈ L0.
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Corollary 2.2. Let (E, ‖·‖) be an L0-normed module whose sum preserves the relative stability,
and let f : E → L¯0 be a proper L0-convex function. If f is continuous, then f is lower
semicontinuous with the weak topology.
Proof. It is a known fact that, if f is L0-convex, then it has the local property (see [9, Theorem
3.2]).
Being f L0-convex and with the local property, we have that V (η) is L0-convex and has is
relatively stable.
Since f is continuous, we have that V (η) is norm closed, and due to Corollary 2.1, it is
weakly closed as well.
3 A randomized version of Krein-Sˇmulian theorem
In this section we provide a generalization of the classical theorem of Krein-Sˇmulian in the
context of the L0-normed modules. We will use arguments of completeness and the randomized
bipolar theorem (see A.2). In the Appendix we recall the notion of polar and results related.
Before proving the main result of this section, let us introduce some necessary notions.
Let (E, ‖ · ‖) be an L0-normed module. Given ε ∈ L0++ define
Wε := {(A,B) ; A,B ⊂ E, ‖x− y‖ ≤ ε for all x ∈ A, y ∈ B} .
Then W := {Wε ; ε ∈ L0++} is the base of an uniformity on E.
Let G be the set of all nonempty closed subsets of E.
A net {Aγ}γ∈Γ in G is said to converge to A ∈ G if for each ε ∈ L0++ there is some γε with
(Aγ , A) ∈Wε for all γ ≥ γε. Note that A is unique.
{Aγ}γ∈Γ is said to be Cauchy if for each ε ∈ L0++ there is some γε with (Aα, Aβ) ∈Wε for
all α, β ≥ γε.
Further, E is said to be complete if every Cauchy net {xγ}γ∈Γ ⊂ E converges to some
x ∈ E.
Proposition 3.1. If (E, ‖ · ‖) is complete, then every Cauchy net {Aγ}γ∈Γ in G converges.
Moreover, if {Aγ}γ∈Γ is decreasing, then it converges to A :=
⋂
γ∈ΓAγ .
Proof. If {Aγ}γ∈Γ is Cauchy we have that for every ε ∈ L0++ there exists γε such that
‖x− y‖ ≤ ε for all x ∈ Aα, y ∈ Aβ with α, β ≥ γε (2)
In particular, every net {xγ}γ∈Γ with xγ ∈ Aγ is Cauchy and therefore converges as E is
complete.
Define A := {limxγ ; xγ ∈ Aγ for all γ ∈ Γ}. Let us show that {Aγ}γ∈Γ converges to A.
Indeed, given x ∈ A there exists a net {xγ}γ∈Γ with xγ ∈ Aγ which converges to x. Then
by (2) it holds that
‖xγ − y‖ ≤ ε for all y ∈ Aα, with α, γ ≥ γε.
By taking limits in γ
‖x− y‖ ≤ ε for all y ∈ Aα, with α ≥ γε.
Since x ∈ A is arbitrary, it holds that (A,Aα) ∈Wε for all α ≥ γε, and the proof is complete.
Finally, let us prove the randomized version of the Krein-Sˇmulian theorem
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Theorem 3.1. [Randomized version of the Krein-Sˇmulian theorem] Let (E, ‖ · ‖) be a complete
L0-normed module which is stable with uniqueness and let K ⊂ E∗ be L0-convex and relatively
stable. Then the following statements are equivalent:
1. K is weak-∗ closed;
2. K ∩ {z ∈ E∗ ; ‖z‖∗ ≤ ε} is weak-∗ closed for each ε ∈ L0++.
Proof. 1⇒ 2: It is clear because {z ∈ E∗ ; ‖z‖∗ ≤ ε} = Boε is weak-∗ closed.
2 ⇒ 1: For each ε ∈ L0++ we have that Bεo ∩ K is weak-∗ closed. Then the net {(Bεo ∩
K)o}ε∈L0++ is Cauchy. Indeed, for δ, δ′ ≤ ε/2, by using the properties of the polar (see A.1)
and the bipolar theorem (see A.2):
(Bδ
o ∩K)o +Bε ⊃ (Bδo ∩K)o +Bε/2 = ((Bδo ∩K)o +Bε/2)oo ⊃
⊃ ((Bδo ∩K)oo ∩Boε/2)o = (Bδo ∩K ∩Boε/2)o ⊃ (Bδ′o ∩K)o.
Since the net is decreasing, due to Proposition 3.1, it converges to C :=
⋂
ε∈L0++(Bε
o ∩K)o.
Let us see that K = Co. Indeed, C ⊂ (Bεo ∩K)o so Bεo ∩K ⊂ Co for all ε ∈ L0++ and
therefore K ⊂ Co.
Let ε, r ∈ L0++ with r > 1. Since the net converges to C, there is δ ∈ L0++ with
(Boδ ∩K)o ⊂ C + (r − 1)Bε ⊂ (C ∪Bε)oo + (r − 1)(C ∪Bε)oo = r(C ∪Bε)oo
and by taking polars, it follows that
[r(C ∪Bε)oo]o = 1
r
(C ∪Bε)o ⊂ (Boδ ∩K)oo = Boδ ∩K
and thus Co ∩Boε ⊂ r(Boδ ∩K) for all r ∈ L0++, r > 1. Therefore
Boε ∩ Co ⊂
⋂
r∈L0++,r<1
r(Boδ ∩K) ⊂ Boδ ∩K = Boδ ∩K ⊂ K,
and the proof is complete.
Remark 3.1. After writing the first version of this paper, the author knew from Asgar Jam-
neshan of the work [7]. So, the author is grateful to Asgar Jamneshan for pointing out this
reference. S. Drapeau et al. [7], in an abstract level, introduced the algebra of conditional sets,
in which strong stability properties are assumed on all structures. This framework is related
to the L0-theory, in the sense that if we assume stability properties with uniqueness on an L0-
module, we obtain a conditional set. In this context, it was proved a version of Krein-Sˇmulian
theorem with a different strategy-proof. However we would like to emphasize that we work under
weaker stability properties. For instance, the relative stability assumes neither the existence nor
the uniqueness of a concatenation. Besides, briefly speaking, topologies used here does not need
to be a ’stable family’ in the sense proposed by [7]. For instance, the weak topologies employed
for the randomized Mazur’s lemma and Krein-Sˇmulian theorem proved here are not necessarily
stable families. In fact, Example 1.3 shows that the weak topology employed is not stable, and
is strictly weaker than its stable version.
Also, the randomized Mazur’s lemma proved here applies to modules of the type provided in
Proposition 2.2, which are not stable but their sum preserves the relative stability. Such modules
fall out of the scope of [7]; however, model spaces with some lack of stability could be eventually
subject of financial applications.
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A Appendix
Let us collect some important results from the theory of locally L0-convex modules:
Theorem A.1. [9, Hahn–Banach extension theorem] Let E[T ] be a locally L0-convex module.
Consider an L0-sublinear function p : E → L0, an L0-submodule C of E and an L0-linear
function µ : C → L0 such that
µ(x) ≤ p(x) for all x ∈ C
Then µ extends to an L0-linear function µ˜ : E → L0 such that µ˜(x) ≤ p(x) for all x ∈ E.
Definition A.1. Given A ⊂ E, we define the polar of A the subset Ao of E∗ given by
Ao := {y ∈ E∗ ; |〈x, y〉| ≤ 1, for all x ∈ A}.
Proposition A.1. Let E[T ] be a locally L0-convex module, D,Di ⊂ E for i ∈ I, then:
1. Do is L0-convex, weak-∗ closed and relatively stable.
2. 0 ∈ Do, D ⊂ Doo. If D1 ⊂ D2, then Do2 ⊂ Do1.
3. For ε ∈ L0++, we have that (εD)o = 1εDo.
4.
(⋃
i∈I Di
)o
=
⋂
i∈I D
o
i
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Proof. Let us see that Do is relatively stable.
Given z a concatenation of {zn} ⊂ Do along {Ak} ∈ Π(Ω), we have that
|〈x, y〉| =
(∑
n∈N
1An
)
|〈x, y〉| =
∑
n∈N
1An |〈x,
∑
1Anx〉| =
∑
n∈N
1An |〈x,
∑
1Anzn〉| =
∑
n∈N
1An |〈x, zn〉| ≤ 1.
The rest is analogue to the known proofs for locally convex spaces.
Theorem A.2. [19, Theorem 3.26] Let E[T ] be a locally L0-convex module which is stable
with uniqueness, and suppose D ⊂ E, then:
Doo = coL0
cc(D ∪ {0})
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